
Funny INgenious Extravagant Answerlines ARTistically Synthesized
Written by Sinecio Morales

1. In the Cantabile second movement of a concerto by this composer, the soloist enters after 27 bars of rest with the descending
phrase [read slowly] “grace note G, quarter note F, grace note E, quarter note D, grace note C, quarter note B” followed by a
trill on E. Mary Oleskiewicz recorded seven sonatas by this composer using a historical copy of the actual instrument
originally used to play them. Both the aforementioned concerto and a sonata for the same instrument by C. P. E. Bach were
performed by Emmanuel (*) Pahud for this composer’s 300th birthday. This composer supposedly challenged another to use a theme
he created to improvise both a three-voice and a six-voice fugue. This composer wrote works in the style advocated by his teacher,
Joseph Joachim Quantz. For 10 points, name this composer of four flute concertos and 121 flute sonatas, the dedicatee of Johann
Sebastian Bach’s collection The Musical Offering.
ANSWER: Frederick the Great [or Frederick II of Prussia or Friedrich der Grosse or Friedrich II of Prussia; prompt on Frederick
or Friedrich] <European History> <afa>

2. An artist with this surname painted a woman holding an oar and standing on the back of a turtle while a baby watches in
her painting Motherhood. One artist with this surname had his daughter Nanette choose 145 of his works to be published as a
book. An angel riding a tricycle carrying multiple demons in its basket is seen looking back at the viewer in one artist with this
surname’s work Angels & Devils. One artist with this surname sometimes used a (*) curly-haired self-portrait as his signature.
That artist owned a Saab dealership, for which he drew a picture of a shirt with the words “Breakfast of Champions” on it as the
letterhead in reference to one of his books. For 10 points, name this surname shared by Edith and her father, who sketched Montana
Wildhack’s serenity prayer-featuring locket in his book Slaughterhouse-Five.
ANSWER: Vonnegut [accept Edith Vonnegut, Kurt Vonnegut Jr.] <Long Fiction> <vfa>

3. One group believes that this genre was created by Batara Guru out of necessity for a signal to summon the other gods. The
degong form of this genre is abnormal in its use of the seven-note pelog system. Jaap Kunst coined the term “colotomic
rhythms” to describe the rhythms popular with performers in this genre with cycles that can stretch to be 256 beats. “Udan
Mas” is a common novice piece in this genre, one form of which is typically punctuated by the (*) ageng form of a certain
instrument. Sumarsam published his thesis at Cornell on “Inner Melody in [this ensemble]” to earn a doctorate in ethnomusicology
and Southeast Asian studies. He later republished that work as a book titled for this ensemble subtitled “Cultural Interaction and
Musical Development in Central Java.” For 10 points, name this Indonesian percussion ensemble.
ANSWER: gamelan [accept Javanese gamelan, Balinese gamelan] <Social Science> <afa>

4. This technique can be performed on the piano by touching a string and pressing the key that hits that string simultaneously.
Miguel Llobet’s El Testamento d’Amelia is often played by guitarists in order to practice this technique. This technique is
often produced in wind instruments by (*) overblowing. String players often produce this technique by lightly touching the strings
at specific nodes. The natural and artificial, or, open and fingered, types of this technique are often used to produce overtones based on
a series of repeating signals usually represented by sinusoidal waves. For 10 points, name this word that describes the oscillation of
objects like springs and pendulums.
ANSWER: harmonics [accept string harmonics, natural harmonics, artificial harmonics, simple harmonic oscillator, harmonic
oscillation; prompt on overtones before it is read] <Physics> <afa>

5. A drawing of an altarpiece created by this architect was found in the All Saints Church in Windsor by Stuart Tunstall. A
tree is surrounded by tombstones in reference to this architect’s job exhumating bodies. This architect featured a poem stating
“These Gothic windows, how they wear me out,” in one of his poetry collections. This architect’s most famous building is a
red-brick house he lived in with his wife, Emma. Besides designing (*) Max Gate, this architect worked with John Hicks, whose
firm was later taken over by G.R. Crickmay. For 10 points, name this architect who drew from his surroundings to create the fictional
region of Wessex for the setting of works like Jude the Obscure.
ANSWER: Thomas Hardy <Other Fine Arts> <ofa>
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6. This author describes “squander[ing] rhymes and love songs like a lord” in one of his most famous appearances. Earlier, he
describes “seeing the skies grey with smoke from a thousand chimneys” and “stupid forests” that are “all covered with snow”
while looking out a window. In a collaboration with his girlfriend, this author says his dreams “melted at once into thin air.”
One line by this author describes a woman as a (*) “happy flower maker” and says that she “completes the happy company.” This
author refers to his lover as his poetry, after earlier being said to have “found his poem” when he met her. This author once used the
pages of a play he was writing to keep a stove burning, and later bought a pink bonnet for the woman he sings “Che gelida manina”
with, Mimi. For 10 points, name this poet from La Bohème.
ANSWER: Rodolfo <Non-Epic Poetry> <ofa>

7. One of these objects discovered by Lyudmila Zhuravleva is named for Gioachino Rossini. One composer inspired the names
of two of these objects including Delila, which is based on that man’s opera Samson et Delilah. The other one of these objects
that Camille Saint-Saёns inspired the name of shares his name due to his love for astronomy. The Lithuanian composer and
painter Mikalojus Čiurlionis names an (*) S-type one of these objects from the Eunomia family found to have an albedo of 0.327.
One of these astronomical objects named for Paul Hindemith was first observed from the Thuringian State Observatory. For 10 points,
name these objects often found in a “belt” between Mars and Jupiter.
ANSWER: asteroids <Other Science> <afa>

8. One work in a series depicting this ruler features three boats: one with a red flag, one with two blue flags, and one with a
white flag. A set of portraits of Afghan horses sent to this leader including Yuekulai and Laiyuanliu were collected in the series
Four Afghan Steeds. This ruler commissioned a thangka depicting him as Manjusri, the Bodhisattva of Wisdom. The fourth
work in a series commissioned by this ruler depicts him inspecting the flood-control measures at the confluence of the Huai
and (*) Yellow rivers. Xu Yang created twelve handscrolls for this ruler titled for his “Southern Inspection Tour,” the sixth of which
depicts his arrival in Suzhou. A much more modern depiction of this ruler shows him seated at his desk in front of bamboo and a gate.
Giuseppe Castiglione painted that posthumous depiction of this emperor. For 10 points, name this fifth emperor of the Qing dynasty.
ANSWER: Qianlong Emperor <World History> <vfa>

9. Hans Herbert Fiedler played the first title character of one opera based on this book at its premiere. One work based on this
book was originally billed as an azione tragico-sacra. The score of one opera based on this book calls for a Banda Turca and an
onstage serpent. In one opera based on this book. Osiride kidnaps Elcia and is later killed by a bolt of lightning after ordering
death on a central figure. Zoltán (*) Kocsis finished the last act of one opera about this book that was based on the composer’s
earlier play Der biblische Weg. A Rossini opera based on this book ends when a group including Mambre drowns in Act 3. One opera
based on this book features a “Dance Around the Golden Calf” in its second act. For 10 points, name this book of the Bible that forms
the basis for Schoenberg’s opera Moses und Aron.
ANSWER: Book of Exodus <Religion> <ofa>

10. White Cat and Spade Cat join the protagonist of a play by this author in attempting to seduce women on the street. That
play, the only one by this author, features a scene in which two drag queens talk about wanting to be lesbian women. Miss
Collins chases Scheherazade with a handbag after an insult in that play. This author advocated for the “total elimination of the
(*) money-work system” in a book first commercially published in the Olympia Press. The idea that the title of that book featured an
acronym was objected to by this artist. This author followed Bongi Perez in Up Your Ass, a screenplay that was supposedly misplaced
by the artist she asked to publish it. For 10 points, name this author who suggested eradicating men in her SCUM Manifesto, published
a year before she shot Andy Warhol.
ANSWER: Valerie Solanas <Drama> <vfa>
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11. One of this composer’s symphonies opens with the rising phrase [read slowly] “D, F-sharp, A, D” followed by the descending
phrase “A, F-sharp, D, low D” in the violas and basso continuo. This composer’s 8th symphony opens with the eighth note
violin melody [read slowly] “C, down to B, up to C, up to D, up to E-flat, down to D, up to E-flat, up to F” over quarter note A’s
in the double basses. This composer’s 12th symphony opens Allegro assai with the oboes playing (*) “D, F-sharp” diads. A violin
concerto by this composer opens tutti in its Allegro maestoso section, with the soloist playing “A, up to D, followed by a half note D.”
He composed most of his works years before discovering infrared radiation in 1800. For 10 points, name this composer of 24
symphonies who discovered Uranus.
ANSWER: Sir Frederick William Herschel [or Sir Friedrich Wilhelm Herschel] <Auditory Fine Arts> <afa>

12. One of these designs featuring a gold Fleur-de-lis at the top of its canton was created due to French influence on the
creator. On a day dubbed “Evacuation Day” in Battery Park, one of these designs was displayed by John van Arsdale. One of
these designs was often displayed by Captain William Driver on his ship, the “Charles Doggett.” Abel Buell published one of
these designs as (*) “A New And Correct Map” of the country it was made for. Two different paintings by John Trumbull feature one
of these with a rectangular arrangement of stars, including in his painting Surrender of Lord Cornwallis. For 10 points, name these
designs including “Old Glory” and one supposedly designed by Betsy Ross that may have inspired the current one’s 13 stripes and 50
stars.
ANSWER: designs for the American flag [accept obvious equivalents] <American History> <vfa>

13. The artist John Kindness was inspired to create a large mosaic sculpture of one of these animals by a mythological story.
They aren’t birds, but Brâncuși created seven abstract ellipsoid sculptures of these animals, the last of which created in 1930
can currently be found in the MoMA. One of these animals inspired the design for a regional office building near Hyderabad,
India. A dancing one of these animals inspired the design for a sculpture outside a restaurant in Kobe, Japan, while a (*)
standing one made of glass by the same architect can be found at the Weisman Art Museum. A golden sculpture of one of these
animals at Port Olimpic named El Peix was built for the 1992 Olympics in Barcelona. For 10 points, name these aquatic animals
whose scales served as inspiration for Frank Gehry’s design for the Guggenheim-Bilbao.
ANSWER: fish [accept El Peix before read, Fish Dance Restaurant, Fish Building, Giant Standing Fish, The Big Fish, Salmon of
Knowledge; do NOT accept or prompt on any other specific fish] <Biology> <ofa>

14. One composer wrote pieces like Way Back Then specifically for the score of this series. An important theme from this series
opens with the notes [read slowly] “A-flat, F, A-flat, F, A-flat, G, A-flat, G.” The waltz from Tchaikovsky’s Serenade for Strings
is featured during a dinner scene in one episode of this series before it is revealed that someone took (*) extra food. Haydn’s
Trumpet Concerto in E-flat major is featured during a montage of people waking up in one episode of this series. Strauss’s By the
Beautiful Blue Danube is featured multiple times in this series, such as when the cast eats breakfast in episode 3 and during the
finalist’s dinner in episode 8. For 10 points, name this TV show for which Jung Jae-il composed a theme dubbed Pink Soldiers to
depict the masked workers.
ANSWER: Squid Game <Pop Culture> <afa>

15. A symphony titled for one of these people opens with an octave C in the horns over strings playing the staccato eighth notes
[read slowly] “E, down to B, down to G, up to B.” The 6th movement of a piece inspired by one of these people features a 12-pitch
fugue. A symphony nicknamed for one of these people is scored only for strings, two horns, and two English horns, and is
Franz Joseph Haydn’s 22nd. August Ludwig proposed a possible modification to Schubert’s (*) “Unfinished” Symphony that
includes a scherzo named for one of these people. A Richard Strauss tone poem inspired by a work by one of these people features a
famous rising “C, G, C” motif used in 2001: A Space Odyssey. For 10 points, name these people that include the author of Also Sprach
Zarathustra, Friedrich Nietzsche.
ANSWER: philosophers [accept “Philosopher” Symphony, “Philosopher’s Scherzo”; prompt on prophet, Zoroaster, or Zarathustra
with “what is the profession of the person who wrote the book?”; prompt on Friedrich Nietzsche with “what profession does he
have?”] <Philosophy> <afa>
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16. One character in this opera sings that he “will not intervene” even though he “oppose[s] the procedure” that is central to it.
At the end of this opera, one character boards a boat and leaves after another commits suicide and dies a quick death instead
of the slow one he desired. Rudy Wurlitzer served as the librettist for this opera, which its composer referred to as a “pocket
opera.” JoAnne (*) Akalaitis added the author of the story this opera is based on into the opera, although the original story only has
four characters. The bass-baritone and tenor are the only two characters in this opera that speak, aside from the narrator, since the
Prisoner and the Guard, who are adapted from the Condemned and the Soldier, do not speak. For 10 points, name this opera by Philip
Glass based on a short story by Franz Kafka set in the title location, where the Officer kills himself with his own machine.
ANSWER: In the Penal Colony [or “In der Strafkolonie”] <Short Fiction> <ofa>

17. At the end of a film with this title, Dr. Aubrecht says “The general was simply a man who was trying to protect us.” The
player can make Jack Dunbar commit suicide when quitting a video game with this title with graphic design by Glaspell and
Simmons. A film originally titled Camilla starring Boris Karloff as General Pherides had its name inspired by a painting with
this title. Max (*) Reger created a composition with this title as the third in a series of four symphonic poems. The first two versions
of a painting with this title are mainly differentiable by their nicknames, “Basel” and “New York. A piece with this title in 5/8 time is
thought to depict rowing. For 10 points, name this title of a Rachmaninoff tone poem inspired by an Arnold Böcklin painting.
ANSWER: Isle of the Dead <Visual Fine Arts> <vfa>

18. Note to players: Two answers required. A painting by Peter Oliver depicting these two figures is framed as a portrait with the
female holding a knife in her left hand. Another painting depicting these two figures features a black and white dog standing
on a pillow at the right while a nude woman has a snake wrapped around her arm on the left. A cherub at the top of that
depiction looks at the male figure, who attempts to pull a red blanket off the female. Besides that (*) Rubens painting, another
work shows the female with an unlatched pearl necklace while a bronze figurine stands upside down near a pillow in the bottom left.
In a Titian painting, the man holds a knife and threatens the nude female on a bed. For 10 points, name these two figures also depicted
by Tintoretto; the wife of a Roman consul and the man who raped her.
ANSWER: Tarquin and Lucretia [or Sextus Tarquinius and Lucretia; accept in either order] <Ancient/Other History> <vfa>

19. The Adventure of [this figure] titles a radio opera by Grażyna Bacewicz. The third act of an opera titled for this figure
features arias by Cupid and the spirit of a certain season. In that opera, this figure’s wife strangles herself with her hair after
one man throws his weapons in defiance. A three-act opera titled for this figure had both its music and libretto done by Ernest
Chausson. A semi-opera about this figure with a libretto by (*) John Dryden features an acclaimed “Frost Scene” in the third act.
This figure titles an opera by Henry Purcell that is typically based more on his defeat of the Saxons than the typical mythological
settings. For 10 points, name this mythological king who features in a planned trilogy by Isaac Albéniz’s, for which he only finished
Merlin.
ANSWER: King Arthur Pendragon <Mythology> <ofa>

20. Ethylene oxide is a basis for one binder for this process, another of which is harvested from acacia trees. The product of
one variety of this product is mixed with gum arabic in another form of it. The importance of flaxseed oil in one type of this
process was emphasized in a WWII poster showing the use of its product and reading “Your country needs FLAX.” Sam
Golden and Leonard (*) Bocour pioneered a specific version of this process under the brand name Manga after the invention of
acrylic resin dispersion. This practice was found to have been done in South Africa by using iron oxide, charcoal, and bone marrow.
Cadmium can be used to produce both orange and red in, for 10 points, what process that creates a substance used to make art on
canvases?
ANSWER: paint making [accept specific kinds of paint, accept word forms] <Chemistry> <vfa>


